Age and experience dependence of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor-independent long-term potentiation in rat visual cortex.
Dark rearing prolongs the critical period for experience-dependent modification of visual cortical functions. To test whether long-term potentiation (LTP) could potentially underlie this modification, we studied the age and experience dependence of LTP, induced in layer 2/3 cells by layer 4 stimulation continued for 15 min at 2 Hz, in rat visual cortical slices. This LTP was independent of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) activation, but it likely required Ni(2+)-sensitive Ca(2+) channel activation for induction. LTP occurred frequently during development, but rarely in adulthood. Dark rearing prevented this developmental decline. These age- and experience-dependent changes were demonstrated in both excitatory postsynaptic potentials recorded from pyramidal cells under a local blockade of inhibition and extracellular field potentials. These results suggest the possible involvement of NMDAR-independent LTP in the experience-dependent development of visual cortex.